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Breinholt: Utah Ranch

A NOTE ON

UTAH RANCH

floyd E breinholt
have spent much time in the mountains and deserts of southern utah on numerous such occasions for as long as 1I can
remember 1I have experienced feelings difficult to verbalize
which are akin to loneliness yet tinged with a feeling of wellbeing and contentment evidence of man a house a lone rider
a structure within this great expanse magnified this feeling
could this be because it had to do with home perhaps this is
why it is so satisfying to me to paint these old places worn by
time and the elements which seem to say someone lived here
to some this painting may simply be a mirror held up to nature a portrait of a specific place however 1I hope that to many
kindred souls its content might arouse the kind of feeling
described above
1I

mr breinholt is chairman of the art department at brigham young

university and associate professor of art
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